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Time for a well-earned break!

‘Footy Day’

Reflecting on the last 10 weeks, it is incredible what a journey our school and broader community have been through
together, and all the wonderful learning and achievements
despite the hardships of lockdowns and remote learning.
Earlier this term we held parent/teacher conferences, we
had our STEM week activities, we managed to squeeze in a
Disco on site and another online, we dressed up and joined
in Book Week Activities and we’ve taken part in loads of
online incursions and class events.
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Together, teachers, students and parents have been part of
small group reading sessions, undertaken cooking ‘classes’,
rehearsed for our Musical, attended assemblies and so
much more.
Of course, we’ve had a few disappointments with some
events being postponed and cancelled... However, the incredible resilience and determination shown by all participants in our learning community has been outstanding.
At the moment, we are not sure what Term 4 will hold. The
uncertainty of whether we will be back at school or still
learning online, in lockdown or out- this can take a toll on
everyone’s ability to stay positive in such tough times. For
now, the great news is everyone has well and truly earned a
well-deserved break and an opportunity to enjoy the Spring
sunshine, away from remote learning tasks and digital devices for a while.
I do wish to sincerely thank all our amazing staff for their
hard work over the past 10 weeks. Along with the planning
and implementation of our online learning program this term,
all staff have been managing their own home situationsmany with the dual roles of teacher at ARPS and parent of
school aged children attending another school online at
home.
With the wonderful support from our ARPS parent community, together our students have been presented with the best
possible learning opportunities and wellbeing support under
the current circumstances.
For now, I wish everyone a safe and restful school holiday
break, and sincerely hope to see you all back on site in
Term 4.
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Staffing news

Last week at Assembly we announced some staffing changes that will come into effect in Term 4. We are so
pleased for Mrs Jane Capon who will take on an Acting Principal role at Ainslie Parklands Primary School
starting next term. Congratulations - Mrs Capon we are so proud of you and know you will be amazing in this
new role for Term 4!
We also say farewell to Mrs Rhonda Miller, who will be working for the Health and Wellbeing division of DET
from Term 4 and into 2022. Great work Mrs Miller- the DET team will certainly be lucky to have you!
Arrangements for staffing these two key roles in Term 4 are underway, with new staff due to be announced
early next Term.
Facilities update- New Lights!
Staff and students will be de-lighted by the amazing new lights that have been installed across the school
over the past few weeks. When students return to school, they will find their classrooms even brighter than
before. The new lighting has been supplied through a free government upgrade process to ensure energy
efficient lighting across the school.

Grade Structure 2022
Over recent weeks school leadership have been working to establish the most effective and appropriate
class structure for 2022, based on current year level cohort sizes. As noted in previous newsletters, the
changes in circumstances for several of our families, has resulted in reduced numbers in some cohorts, so
that ‘straight’ classes are not a feasible option for some year levels in 2022. Of course, our community is well
aware of the many benefits of composite classes, including the opportunity to grow students’ independence
and leadership skills, extend friendship groups as well as stretch the learning outcomes for those in the
mixed cohort.
Below is the proposed Class structure for 2022. Families who require more information about the structure,
are welcome to contact the school.
These are the class groupings for 2022:
Foundation – 1 class
Year 1 – 1 class
Year 1/2 – 1 class
Year 2 – 1 class
Year 3/4 – 2 classes
Year 4/5 – 1 class
Year 5/6 – 2 classes

Class Placements 2022 – Parent Requests based on Educational Needs
Determining class placements is a complex task and staff members undertake a considerable process to
ensure that the best possible placement is made to meet each student's educational needs.
Factors that we take into consideration when making class placements include: academic achievement, personal/ interpersonal development, gender balance, whole class dynamics and other individual needs. It is
important to understand that with so many factors to consider it is not possible to accommodate every request.
The form attached to this newsletter (below) can be used to return written considerations for student class
placements in 2022. Requests received after 30th October will not be considered. Alternatively, parents can
access this link to complete the same form online (all information is confidential): https://forms.gle/
gMk6thifVMmDNiCZ7
Staff are yet to be allocated to classes for next year. Information about teacher/class allocations will be available to parents in December.
Families of students intending to move out of the area, are asked to let the school know as soon as
possible to support the any further considerations in relation to this class plan for 2022.
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COUNSELLOR'S CORNER - ART
There are lots of emotional regulation and creative art therapies that are grounding and can slow down
the heart rate. These activities can lead to restoring safety, re-establishing connection and belonging, and
reconstitute and renew identity. The simple act of choosing which colour to paint with, begins a
healing journey.
Here are some playful, expressive art activities for children and can even be enjoyed by the whole family:
Jon Harris’ instructional YouTube videos include:
Spiral Drawing #388, Practice Curves 3D Pattern
https://youtu.be/sMHp-yiorDE
Satisfying Line Illusion
https://youtu.be/Sdh9niuw_s4

and lots more at Daily Art Therapy
https://www.youtube.com/hashtag/dailyarttherapy
You can then continue on to colour your wonderful and calming creations and experience additional health
benefits from colouring in which include:
REDUCED STRESS AND ANXIETY
Colouring has the ability to relax the fear center of your brain, the amygdala. It induces the same state as
meditating by reducing the thoughts of a restless mind. This generates mindfulness and quietness, which allows your mind to get some rest after a long day at work.
IMPROVED MOTOR SKILLS AND VISION
Colouring goes beyond being a fun activity for relaxation. It requires the two hemispheres of the brain to
communicate. While logic helps us stay inside the lines, choosing colours generates a creative thought process.
IMPROVED SLEEP
Colouring is a relaxing and electronic-free bedtime ritual that won’t disturb your level of melatonin.
IMPROVED FOCUS
Colouring requires you to focus, but not so much that it’s stressful. It opens up your frontal lobe, which controls organizing and problem solving, and allows you to put everything else aside and live in the moment,
generating focus.

50th Anniversary Celebration: Parent Survey

Parents and families are encouraged to complete a brief survey to help our
preparation for our 50th Anniversary celebration on 22nd October 2021.
Link to Survey: https://forms.gle/7qda6yMAs5gbLxiq6

We are still accepting enrolments for 2022.
Enrol N O W for Foundation (Prep)
Call us on 9547 1146 for a School Tour.
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STUDENT OF THE WEEK
0A

Isa

0W

Anand

12P

Leonard

1T

Evie

2S

Angela

3M

Siv

34R

Jason, Dalita

4W

Whole Class

5SM

Divin

56N

Whole Class

6C

Whole Class

P.E.

Erin
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FROM THE LIBRARY—A message from Ms Foley
A favorite author at the school library is Roald Dahl. His books have entertained children and
adults for many years. Our onsite students have been celebrating Roald Dahl this week.
Nicholas, Aaron and Stelios are showing some of the library’s Roald Dahl books.

ROALD DAHL DAY – SEPTEMBER 13
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Great singing guys!

FOUNDATION
A
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